We report on the light variations of the infrared stars that were discovered recently in the Magellanic clusters NGC 419, 1783 and 1978. Their periods, of 528, 458 and 491 days, are among the longest known for carbon-rich Mira variables in the Clouds. All three IR stars were found to lie on the extension of the period±M bol relation derived from the shorterperiod C-rich Miras while they were 0.45±0.70 mag fainter than the extension of the period± M K relation. Their main sequence masses were determined by isochrone fitting to be 1.5± 1.6 M ( , consistent with the prediction of the evolutionary models of Vassiliadis & Wood.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Although a period±luminosity (P±L) relation was claimed for Mira-type variables as early as 1928 (Gerasimovic 1928) , detailed studies did not begin until the emergence of infrared astronomy. Glass & Lloyd Evans (1981) monitored twelve Miras in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) in the J, H and K bands. In spite of the small number of stars in the sample, a rather distinct relation was found between their bolometric magnitudes and periods. Later, using these and other published data, Feast (1984) refined the period±K-magnitude (P±M K ) relation for LMC Miras. Glass et al. (1987) and Feast et al. (1989) reported near-infrared monitoring observations of a number of LMC Mira variables with periods shorter than 420 days. They showed that carbon-and oxygen-rich Miras obey the same P±M K relation within the observed period range. No satisfactory explanation has been found for this coincidence, nor have we any evidence that it holds at longer periods. Whitelock et al. (1994) compared Mira variables in various environments, i.e. galactic globular clusters, the solar neighbourhood and the LMC. Since no significant differences were found among the period±magnitude relations in these places, it was suggested that the relation is universal, independent of metallicity and stellar population. To test the applicability of the P±L relation further, it is highly desirable to extend the investigation of the light variations of C-rich Miras in the Magellanic clouds to longer periods. Past studies were mainly based on shortor intermediate-period (P & 400 days) Miras because many longperiod Miras are hidden from view by thick circumstellar dust shells. Few LMC carbon stars are known to pulsate with periods longer than 400 days, although some LMC OH/IR stars show pulsation periods as long as 2000 days. In this paper we will add three new examples with P * 400 days to the list of LMC C-rich Miras. The implications of the P±L relation have been the subject of many investigations. Feast (1963) showed that the kinematical properties of Mira variables in the Galaxy change with their periods. His results suggested that generally the short-period Miras are old and low-mass stars while the long-period Miras are young and have high masses. Wood (1990) derived a theoretical P±L relation from his non-linear models of fundamental mode pulsation. Another interpretation of the P±L relation was proposed by Glass & Feast (1982) who considered the first-overtone mode more likely. Feast (1996) pointed out that interferometric observations of stellar radii (Haniff, Scholz & Tuthill 1995) supported first-overtone pulsation for Mira variables with P & 450 days. He also noted that OH/IR stars with much higher massloss rate might pulsate in fundamental mode. The infrared stars we have found in the Magellanic clusters are particularly interesting to compare with theoretical models because we can estimate their main sequence masses from the colour±magnitude diagrams of each cluster. Searle, Wilkinson & Bagnuolo (1980) classified the Magellanic globular clusters using their integrated colours. Their intermediate-age clusters often show well-developed asymptotic giant branches (AGBs) containing carbon stars as the brightest members (Bessell, Wood & Lloyd Evans 1983) . During the course of the near-infrared survey of these clusters to search for masslosing stars, Tanabe Â et al. (1997) discovered two infrared objects, NGC 419 IR1 and 1783 IR1. These objects are probably undergoing intense mass loss characteristic of the final stages of AGB evolution. Another infrared star, NGC 1978 IR1 in NGC 1978 , was reported by Frogel, Mould & Blanco (1990, hereafter FMB90) . The brightest four visible stars in NGC 419 have, in fact, been identified spectroscopically as carbon stars (Bessell et al. 1983) , and similar conclusions were reached for NGC 1783 and 1978. Since the mass-losing infrared stars are at a more evolved stage than visible AGB stars, the newly discovered infrared stars were also expected to be carbon-rich objects. This prediction was confirmed recently by near-infrared spectroscopy of these three stars which showed the Ballick±Ramsey band (Tanabe Â et al. in preparation) .
O B S E RVAT I O N S
We used the 0.75-m telescope at the Sutherland station of the SAAO to monitor the light variations of the three infrared stars from 1993 to 1997. The infrared camera PANIC was employed to take J, H and K images of the clusters. The Mitsubishi PtSi detector inside the camera has 1040 Â 520 pixels of size 17 Â 34 mmY providing a field of view of approximately 5 Â 5 arcmin 2 (cf. Kimata et al. 1992; Glass, Sekiguchi & Nakada 1995; Glass unpublished; and Tanabe Â et al. 1996) . Exposure times were 300 s in the J, 600 s in the H and 900 s in the K band. Usually three to six frames were co-added to improve the S/N ratio. The brightnesses of the cluster stars were measured using the photometric software DoPHOT (Schechter, Mateo & Saha 1993) . Their JHK magnitudes were determined relative to non-variable stars in the same clusters, as listed in FMB90. The PANIC natural magnitudes were converted to the CTIO standard magnitudes using colour equations obtained from our observations. Measurement errors for each night were estimated to be 0.06±0.25 for m J 12X0±15X0Y 0X08±0X25 for m H 11X4±14X5 and 0.10±0.28 for m K 11X0±13X4X Additional photometry was obtained for the IR stars with the 1.9-m telescope of the SAAO, using the Mark III Infrared Photometer, during 1996 August and November and 1997 March. The SAAO standard magnitudes were converted to the CTIO standard magnitudes using the transformation formulae given by Carter (1993) . The photometric errors were estimated to be ,0.05 mag in the J, ,0.02 in the H and ,0.02 in the K bands, respectively. Interstellar extinctions were taken from Groenewegen & Whitelock (1996, hereafter GW96) for the LMC (A J 0X06Y A H 0X03 and A K 0X01) and from FMB90 for the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) (A J 0X04Y A H 0X02 and A K 0X01). A summary of our NIR observations is given in Table 1 .
The IR stars have also been observed in the mid-infrared using the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) with the ISOCAM LW1 (4.5 mm), LW2 (6.75 mm) and LW10 (11.5 mm) filters from 1996 July to September and in the far-infrared with the ISOPHOT at 25 and 60 mm (Tanabe Â et al. 1999 ).
P E R I O D S A N D B O L O M E T R I C M AG N I T U D E S
Our observations revealed light variations in NGC 419 IR1, 1783 IR1 and 1978 IR1. The periods of the light variation and the mean K magnitudes were determined by fitting sinusoidal curves to the K data by the least-squares method. The periods determined from the K data were also applied to the J and H data to derive the mean J and H magnitudes. Fig. 1 shows the light-curves of the IR stars in K. For convenience in comparing our JHK data with those of GW96 in Section 4.2, the mean JHK magnitudes were converted to the SAAO standard system, although they were intrinsically based on the CTIO system.
The bolometric luminosities of NGC 419 IR1, 1783 IR1 and 1978 IR1 were obtained by fitting black-body curves to the mean JHK and the ISO mid-IR data. Light variation in the MIR was q 2000 RAS, MNRAS 313, 136±140 assumed to be small and far-infrared excesses, if any, were not included in the calculation. Distance moduli of m 2 M 0 18X45 for the LMC and m 2 M 0 18X90 for the SMC (Westerlund, 1997) were used to derive the absolute bolometric magnitudes. The results are listed along with the mean JHK magnitudes and the periods in Table 2 .
D I S C U S S I O N

The ages and progenitor masses of the IR stars
The main sequence mass of each infrared star is taken to be the turn-off mass of its cluster. Isochrone fitting has been applied by Durand, Hardy & Melnick (1984 Mould et al. (1989) , the age of NGC 1783 is 0.7±1.1 Gyr. They used the isochrones by VandenBerg (1985) including the effect of convective overshoot in the same way as Mould & Da Costa (1988) . The distance moduli adopted in the references were also different: Mould et al. (1989) used both the`short distance' m 2 M 0 18X2 and the`long distance' m 2 M 0 18X7 to the LMC, while Mould & Da Costa (1988) adopted the short distance only. The distance moduli of the SMC adopted by Durand et al. (1984) were 18.62 and 18.82. In order to obtain ages and main sequence masses of the IR stars in a more consistent way, we carried out our fitting with the Revised Yale Isochrones and the newest distance moduli for all three clusters, including the effect of convective overshoot. The metallicities of the clusters were determined to be Z 0X005 for NGC 419, Z 0X004 for NGC 1783 and Z 0X005 for NGC 1978 by de Freitas Pacheco and Barbuy & Idiart (1998). In our isochrone fitting to the clusters, we have adopted the nearest parameters of Y 0X20 and Z 0X004 for all three clusters. Distance moduli of 18.45 for the LMC and 18.90 for the SMC were taken from Westerlund (1997) . Observational data for the clusters was taken from the V-band photometry of Durand et al. (1984, NGC 419) and the R-band photometry of Mould et al. (1989 , NGC 1783 and Mould & Da Costa (1988 , NGC 1978 . Interstellar extinction corrections were also taken from the authors mentioned; A V 0X23 for NGC 419 and A R 0X46 for NGC 1783 and NGC 1978. The main sequence tips of our isochrones were raised by 0.3 mag to account for the effect of convective overshooting, as suggested by Mould & Da Costa (1988) . Theoretically, the turn-off mass is the mass of a star when core-hydrogen burning has just ceased. However, it is difficult to determine a precise turn-off magnitude on an observational colour±magnitude diagram because of the gradual change from the main sequence to the sub-giant phase near the end of core-hydrogen burning. In this paper, a theoretical turn-off magnitude was defined to represent the part where the isochrone curves redward. Allowing an uncertainty of about 0.05 mag, we determined this magnitude to be 0.2 mag fainter than the brightest point on the sub-giant branch (the part between the end of corehydrogen burning and the starting point of the red giant branch).
On the other hand, observational turn-off magnitudes were also determined on the basis of the colour±magnitude diagrams provided in the references. They are presented as magnitude ranges; m V 20X0±20X5 (NGC 419) and m R 19X3±20X5 (NGC 1783). For NGC 1978, we adopted the values determined by Mould & Da Costa (1988) , i.e. m R 20X0±20X2X The results of the calculations are shown in Table 3 . The uncertainty of the ages and the turn-off mass is mainly due to the ranges of turn-off brightness on the colour±magnitude diagrams fitted to the isochrones. The main-sequence masses of the three IR stars are distributed in a rather narrow range. However the small size of the sample prevents us from deciding if these mass ranges are truly representative of mass-losing stars.
Period±luminosity relation
The P±M bol and P±M K relations for the LMC carbon Miras were recently re-investigated in GW96. The authors made use of the photometric data of 56 spectroscopically classified carbon stars, most of which have periods less than 400 days; only seven were revealed to have pulsation periods over 400 days. Tight P±M bol and P±M K relations were confirmed by them below P 400 days. Wood (1998) reported the monitoring of AGB stars with thick dust shells in the LMC field. However, their carbon-rich composition is not yet confirmed. All of the IR stars discussed here show periods between 450 and 500 days, and they show evidence of their carbon-rich composition (Tanabe Â et al. in preparation) .
We plotted 56 C-rich Miras selected by GW96 as well as three IR stars on the diagrams of (log P, M bol ) and (log P, M K ) in Figs 2 and 3, respectively. Along with the observational data, the lines of the P±M bol and the P±M K relations derived by GW96 are presented on the figures. Periods and magnitudes of the C-rich Miras (represented as open circles) are based on the data by Feast et al. (1989) , Hughes & Wood (1990) and Reid, Hughes & Glass (1995) . JHK magnitudes from Hughes & Wood (1990) were converted from the AAO standard system to the SAAO standard system. M bol 's of the C-rich Miras were calculated from blackbody fits to their JHK magnitudes. The distance moduli 18.45 (for the LMC) and 18.90 (for the SMC) were applied (Westerlund 1997) to derive absolute magnitudes. Whitelock et al. (1994) showed that metallicity differences between the LMC and the Galaxy have little effect on the P±L relation for O-rich Miras. GW96 assumed that the same thing is valid for C-rich Miras. We adopted a similar assumption and plotted NGC 419 IR1 on the P±L planes, although there is a considerable metallicity difference between the SMC and the LMC.
The cluster IR stars are located on the extension of the GW96 P±M bol relation, with a very small rms deviation of about 0.10 mag. It thus appears that we can use this P±L relation to P * 450 days.
1 In contrast, large discrepancies were found between the measured M K 's of the cluster IR stars and those expected from the P±M K relation. NGC 419 IR1 is fainter than expected by 0.70 mag, NGC 1783 IR1 by 0.53 mag and NGC 1978 IR1 by 0.45 mag. This suggests that the emission from the cluster IR stars is absorbed at K by the dust-shells formed as a consequence of their heavy mass loss. Whitelock et al. (1994) pointed out that the P±M K relation cannot be used for stars with thick dust shells (redder than J 2 K , 2X0) to determine their distances. The cluster IR stars we have discovered are examples of such very red mass-losing Miras, and they demonstrate clearly the limitations attached to the practical use of the P±M K relation as a distance indicator for Miras with circumstellar dust shells.
Comparison with evolutionary models
A theoretical expectation for a long time was that an evolutionary model containing a suitable treatment of mass loss would help to determine the pulsation mode of Miras. A non-linear model for fundamental mode pulsation was calculated by Wood (1990) for O-rich Miras. Using the same pulsation code, Hughes & Wood (1990) derived the lines of fixed pulsation mass on the P±M bol plane. Fig. 2 1 Wood (1998) has claimed that the dust-enshrouded AGB stars in the LMC field are fainter than the extension of the P±M bol relation determined from stars with P & 450X Wood (1998, fig. 2 ) shows that these stars are fainter than expected by 0.6±1 mag. It should be pointed out, however, that the P±M bol relation that he used is rather steeper than that of GW96. Hughes & Wood (1990) , Feast et al. (1989) and Reid et al. (1995) . Filled circles are for the IR stars in the clusters. The thin solid line indicates the P±M bol relation from GW96. Dashed lines represent the constant pulsation mass lines from Hughes & Wood (1990) . The thick solid lines are the evolutionary tracks of Miras from Vassiliadis & Wood (1993) . On the other hand, the main sequence (or initial) masses of the IR stars were estimated to be about 1.5±1.6 M ( in the previous section. The differences of 0.5±0.8 M ( between the main sequence masses and the pulsation masses are probably a result of mass loss during the preceding evolutionary stages. The influence of mass loss was explicitly included by Vassiliadis & Wood (1993) in their evolutionary model of AGB stars with main sequence masses of 0.89±5.0 M ( . It is interesting to note that on Fig. 2 the cluster IR stars are located between the tracks of 1.5 and 2.0 M ( stars. Vassiliadis & Wood (1993, fig. 5 ) expect that the superwind from a 1.5 M ( star commences when its pulsation period becomes ,500 days. The faint K magnitudes that we have found and the periods of the IR stars both suggest that these stars must be losing large parts of their envelopes through superwinds, consistent with the result of Vassiliadis & Wood's (1993) calculation for a 1.5 M ( star.
